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It’s no secret - entrepreneurship is challenging.  But as with most
anything in life, if you want it badly enough there's a way to achieve it. 

 
I've had the great honor of helping hundreds of women through my

events, programs and one-on-one work to live their truest life through
entrepreneurship.  From MDs to yogis, graphic designers to urban
planners, women from all walks of life and diverse industries - my

mission is to help women launch their dream businesses. 
 

For my clients, it's not about building a million dollar empire or becoming
the next hot blogger; it's about doing something you love without the

constraints of a corporate job or a boss watching your every move.  The
end result for my clients...replace corporate income (and then some)
while working half as much.  That's it.  Quality of life over quantity. 

 
WE create our own rules for success. 

 
  If you can't wait any longer, take one (or all) of these actions: 

 
(1)  Join the community (2)  Want hands-on guidance?  Send me a note:

hello@WEstreetsociety.com, (3)  Enroll in the She Starts course 
 
 

Wishing you joy & success! 
 
 
 Shelly

Shelly Brockman, MBA 
Founder, WE Street Society  

& The Moxie Project
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https://the-moxie-project.teachable.com/p/shestarts


Starting a business with little to no money requires you to
leverage everything you have – all of your skills, your talents,
your crazy good juju.  While this may seem like “duh”, when
you are pushed beyond your comfort zone (and let’s face it –

for most people entrepreneurship is outside of those
boundaries), you will need these ideas and skills to move you

forward when fear keeps you stuck.   

Start with what you know.  If you don’t know what you know,
then ask the people closest to you.  They have a way of seeing
your best qualities, even when they aren’t so obvious to you.  

Idea/marketable 
skill or talent01
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what I k
now

>> use the space below to write out the skills (& people) that will help you in your business <<



The Entrepreneur Attitude, or E-Attitude, involves strength of
character, resolve and determination (or as I like to

affectionately call it, Moxie).  Your mindset is, by far, one of
the most important determinants of your success. Having an

attitude of confidence and a perspective of personal growth is
the bedrock upon which your business foundation is built.   

 
Be steadfast.  Be diligent.   Success does not happen

overnight or when you live in the land of “what if I fail”; it
happens with each small and meaningful step you take. 

 
“There is only one thing that makes a dream impossible to

achieve: the fear of failure.”  
                   - Paulo Coelho   

A New  
Perspective02
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my first step is...



Know your "Three C's":  Customers, Competition &
Collaborators.  Who are your buyers?  Who are the other

players vying for their dollars?  And who are the partners (non-
competitors that have the same customer profile)? 

Answering these three questions will give you keen insight into
how you launch and market your business.    

Test your idea with the potential buyer pool by asking these
three questions (1) Will you buy this?  (2)  Why or why not? (3)

How much would you pay for it?  

One of the greatest mistakes entrepreneurs can make when
they launch is putting a product or service out into the market

without intimately knowing the market.  It's like proposing
marriage on a first date.  

Know your 
Market03
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Who are my 3 C's?



Your marketing message should speak the natural language of
your market.  It should convey all the right things in the right
way.  The message you deliver to your market will determine

how they perceive your business.    

This is why the market research is so critical – speak to their
struggles and needs, then create the story for how your product

or service can make their life easier or solve their problem.
 Don't use technical speak if the end user doesn't, but DO use

the words that your market uses. 

Messaging is story telling – it’s the story of how your
customer’s life will be improved by simply saying YES! to
purchasing.  Your messaging should connect with your

customers in a memorable way – it separates you from the
competition.  Most of all, remember that you are not the hero of
the story (that's your customer); you are their guide, their GPS

helping to get what they want. 

Market 
Messaging 04
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What is the problem you solve?



You may already have a name in mind.  Either way, here are few
tips to consider when naming your business:  (1) it should have

meaning, (2) convey a benefit and (3) sound good when said out
loud.  Check to be sure the domain is available (use a webhost
like GoDaddy to search) and the name is not trademarked (US

Patent & Trademark Office, you can search here).   
 

Your tag line should support the business name by either being
inspirational or educational and most importantly, memorable.  If
you heard the following tag lines could you name the company?
 “Just Do It”, “I’m lovin’ it”, “the quicker picker upper”, “Can you

hear me now?”.  You don’t have to be a multi-billion dollar
company to have a great tag line. Often, the best ones are the

simplest.      

Biz Name + 
Tag Line05
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Brainstorm a few names

http://tmsearch.uspto.gov/bin/gate.exe?f=searchss&state=4807:73xggh.1.1


Your business name, tag line, messaging and the way you
deliver the client experience should all be packaged up nice and

pretty into your branding.  This is the look and feel of your
company – from the colors and fonts to the images and logo.  

Consistency is key.  Your presence, whether in print or online,
should all look and feel the same.   Strong branding leads to

customer loyalty (i.e. repeat business) and referrals, two of the
most profitable sources of revenue because they require the

least amount of marketing investment (code for FREE).   

To identify your brand, start with selecting some examples of
images, colors and font combinations from other businesses that

resonate with you (always, of course, keeping your ideal
customer in mind), then look at branding of your competitors.

 This will show you how you can stand out in the market based
on your own unique business style.   

Branding
06
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Who are your "muse" businesses?
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Your website will serve one or more of the following purposes:
(1) sell a product or service, (2) establish credibility, (3) generate

leads (get found by potential customers/clients).  Even if your
website contains one paragraph that describes the purpose of

the business, how to get in contact with you and a place to
collect information such as name and email address (this will
become your list of potential buyers), that’s far better than not

having one at all.   
 

You don’t need to invest a ton of money into a fancy website.
 There are plenty of options with easy templates:  Wix,

Squarespace, Weebly, Shopify to name a few.  Be sure you
have SEO (search engine optimization) on your website if you

want to be found online. 
 

You don't need to be on every social media platform; choose two
to start.  Consider where your client profile/target market hangs

out online; this will help determine where you begin. 

Get  
Online07
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How will I be found online?
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Let’s be clear.   
 

You DO NOT need to invest a ton of money into marketing.
 You DO NOT need to spend a thousand hours writing a boring

business plan.   
 

You DO need to have a plan of action for generating revenue
(a wing and a prayer are not plans).  

 
Publishing a website or creating a Facebook page will not get

you clients or customers alone.  You need to proactively inform
the market that you are open for business.  The easiest place
to start is with friends and family.  Then get out there (virtually

or physically) and hit the pavement.  Put up flyers, engage with
people, do not be afraid to talk about your business.    

Marketing  
Gameplan08
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Who can I talk to about my biz?
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The size of your net worth is directly tied to the power of your
network.  Again, do not be afraid to talk about your business with
friends, family members or acquaintances.   One of the greatest

assets you can have as an entrepreneur is a network of
individuals that have influence – this can be ladies in your mom
group, or someone who has already built a successful business,

or your hair stylist (they hear everything).  

Most importantly, be willing to ask specifically for what you need.
 And don’t discount the power of online groups/forums (your

objective with online is to do lots of giving and when you need it,
others will do the same).  You don’t build relationships by always

asking and taking, you do it through giving and sharing.      

Join the FREE Facebook Group:  WE Street Society 

Community & 
Network09
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Where do I need to be?

https://www.facebook.com/groups/westreetsociety/


How you price your product or service is going to be
determined by a few factors: (1) what others in your industry

are charging, (2) the perceived value by the customer and (3)
how much it costs you to produce (your time, hard costs, etc.).   

 
If you are offering a service, you can look at the low and high
end of the range then find a place somewhere in between that

feels comfortable to you...then increase that by 20%.  Or,
calculate what your hourly rate is as a corporate employee as a

base rate...not as a final rate and increase by 20%.   
 

This is a starting point, as you grow in your business your
pricing SHOULD increase over time.  If you are selling a

product, factor in the cost of your materials and multiply that by
200% - 250%.  This is also a starting point.  Please note these
are simply suggestions on where to start, not necessarily your

end pricing formula.   

Profitable 
Pricing Model10
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What revenue do I want?

https://www.facebook.com/groups/westreetsociety/


This is often one of the most overlooked pieces of launching or
growing a business.  If you’ve got people lined up with their

money in hand, but you do not have the systems to be able to
deliver an exceptional transaction/experience, then you will
quickly find yourself overwhelmed and customer satisfaction

low.  Not a good place to be.  This includes your payment
processing system, email flow, sales pipeline, website

engagement, paperwork, bookkeeping and how you respond to
requests/communications...to name a few.   

Think about what happens from the point of initial contact with a
client (which in most cases is via the website) to the point of
transaction to the point of continued engagement (creating

loyalty).  Walk yourself through that entire process and think
about the tools and resources you will need.  

Systems & 
Processes11
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What are the tools I will need?

https://www.facebook.com/groups/westreetsociety/


Sales does not need to be sleazy or make your skin crawl.
Sales is about a conversation – what do they need, what do
you have to fill that need?  When you come from a place of
authenticity and a genuine desire to help, sales should flow

naturally.  Sales is a skillset that can be learned – you simply
need to practice. Overtime, this becomes fluid and easy.  

 
The most important mindset to have when "selling" is to be

indifferent to the response – a yes or no doesn’t matter (in your
mind).  By removing the fear of them saying no, you can ease
yourself into the conversation much more naturally.  Ask open-

ended questions, make the conversation about them.   
 

Practice by placing yourself in situations, repeatedly, where you
are able to have a conversation about your business. Use

friends and family to help build your confidence and ALWAYS
approach sales with an attitude of service and respect – it’s just

two people getting to know one another.   

Sales  
Skills12
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What is the conversation with customers?

https://www.facebook.com/groups/westreetsociety/


"I was very overwhelmed with the idea of how to bring an

idea that I've had for 10 years into fruition. Now I feel much
more in control of where my business is heading." 

           - Michelle, Founder, Ladies Who Learn 

"Game changer! Mentally and emotionally. It’s now 8

months in, I’m paying my bills, building the foundation and

“making it happen” 

           - Jenn, Founder, Drea James Jewelry & Wellness with Jenn

"No joke, it has been life changing. I now have the

confidence to believe in myself and my skills, the tools to

create the business I didn't dare dream of, and the hope of

a better life." 

           - Wendy, Founder, Wendy Pruitt Creates

But does this process really work?   
These women can tell you...
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